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Abstract— The progress of the Internet of Things (IoT) has 
enhanced real-time accessibility on smart things, and the 
advent of online social network (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, and 
Google+) have attracted people in sharing their knowledge and 
experiences with their social organization. Recently, several 
researches have shown that online social network could act as a 
user interface of smart things and smart things could be shared 
by using online social network, and especially we expect that 
the integration of both of them provide us with novel services 
which we collectively call IoT social network. However, it is 
possible that developers or researchers will address complexity 
of jointly utilizing and understanding both. In this paper, we 
propose a novel social networking platform for the Internet of 
Things, called Lilliput. Lilliput is an ontology-based platform 
providing information of online social networks (e.g. people’s 
profiles, people’s social relationships) and smart things (e.g. 
context, location) as a social graph. To architect consistent 
unified ontology-based platform, we conduct a research on 
what the social relationship among people, objects, and places 
will be, and propose it as IoT social relationship. Also, we show 
how to exploit this ontologically-connected people, objects, and 
places by mainly focusing on Human-oriented Access Control 
for IoT social network (HAC). With this platform, application 
developers can build IoT social network application without 
having to understand details in both online social networks and 
the Internet of Things. We show the feasibility of our 
architecture by implementing a prototype platform, building a 
testbed, and creating one of IoT social network applications, 
called Sorcerer’s Book.

Keywords- IoT Social Network; Social Internet of Things; 
Internet of Things; Online Social Network; Ontology-based 
integration; Ontology Reasoning Rule; Access control;  

I. INTRODUCTION

With the increase in the Internet popularity, the Internet 
more evolves to embrace everyday objects with computing 
and communication capabilities, which we call the Internet 
of Things (IoT), thus enabling human to be more accessible 
to the real world through smart things [1]. Meanwhile, the 
progress of online social network have attracted people in 
sharing and obtaining their knowledge, experiences, daily 
life, emergent situations, etc., with their social organizations 
like family, friend, colleagues, anyone, etc. [2].

To date, these two technical trends have given an 
indication of jointly being converged, denoting a promising 
sign of new service. For instance, location-proximity-based 

social computing [3][4], sensor information share [5][6][7]
or secured share of smart device with online social network 
[8], etc. Recently, these paradigms have more emphasized 
the importance of their combination to bring social and 
community intelligence [9]. Most of all, we expect that the 
integration of both trends provide us with novel services 
which we collectively call IoT social network.  

For example, online social network has stimulated 
personal relationship through a social graph of well-
represented online human society, and also produced 
valuable and intuitive information in a field of politics, 
economics, and etc. through inference of the social graph. 
Likewise, a smart thing in our society represented as a social 
graph will embrace online space as well as physical space 
and improve connectivity and interoperability among people 
and smart things, and thoroughly socialize them. By 
leveraging semantic web technology, this will stimulate 
Interactionist AI [10] to implement their various idea (e.g. 
context-awareness, autonomic computing, and activity 
recognition) in an easy way. Consequently, this will facilitate 
smart things’ participation to the Internet, thus leading a 
great forward of a vision of IoT. However, it is possible that 
developers or researchers will address complexity of jointly 
utilizing and understanding both.

In this paper, we propose a novel social networking 
platform for the Internet of Things, called Lilliput. Lilliput is 
an ontology-based platform providing information of online 
social networks (e.g. people’s profiles, people’s social 
relationships) and smart things (e.g. service metadata, 
context) as a graph structure. To architect Lilliput platform, 
we conduct a research on what the social relationship among 
people, objects, and places will be, and propose IoT social 
relationship. This enables to embrace both online/physical 
space consistently and encourage their socialization. Also, 
we show how to exploit this socialized people, objects, and 
places by mainly focusing on Human-oriented Access 
Control for IoT social network (HAC). This enables unified 
access control in IoT social network with less effort by just 
leveraging semantic web technology. With this platform, 
application developers can build IoT social network 
application without having to understand details in both 
online social networks and the Internet of Things.  

We implement a prototype platform, a testbed, and one of 
IoT social network applications, called Sorcerer’s Book.
Through Sorcerer’s Book, we evaluate our platform and 
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show its feasibility with three factors; complexity alleviation, 
expressivity of IoT social model, and access control. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, we begin by providing related works. Then, 
Section III proposes a model and social relationship for IoT 
social network and Section IV show how to exploit IoT 
social graph mainly focusing on access control. We propose 
a system architecture of Lilliput in Section V. Section VI
proves feasibility of the architecture by illustrating our 
prototyped platform, testbed, and application. Then, we 
conclude this paper. 

II. RELATED WORK

With the growth of two Internet technologies, the Internet 
of Things and online social networks, these two have jointly 
been converged, denoting a promising sign of new service.  

Basically, online social network has been an area only for 
people to share their knowledge and experiences together. 
However, on the one hand, some researches showed that 
these Internet spaces can be used for people to provide 
sensors with rich web interface. For example, SenseShare 
and Smart Home [5][6][7] shared the status of 
urban/mobile/home sensors by using Facebook Application1

and its open APIs. On the other hand, some researches 
addressed the need of a platform which easily makes it 
possible to obtain or modify relationships among people and 
smart devices. For example, T.Van Kasteren, D.J. Patterson 
[11][12] recognized human activity (e.g. using bathroom) 
through analysis on interaction among people and smart 
things (e.g. entering into bathroom). A. Pentland, W. Van 
den Broeck [3][4] recognized human’s social interaction by 
using proximity measured through signal strength between 
sensors or active RFID tags. Above attempts and researches 
motivated us to propose a social networking platform for IoT 
social networks. We meet such needs in that our platform 
supports people to share the data coming from smart things, 
invoke services on smart things, and represent interactions 
among people and smart things.  

Unlike the researches [5][6][7], we do not leverage 
existing graph structure in current online social networks and 
maintain our own social graph for IoT social networks due to 
the intrinsic limitation of expressivity. For example, Open 
Graph in Facebook is not able to explain actions of smart 
things (e.g. a smart-phone awakes its owner) even if actions 
from people to smart things can be explained (e.g. an owner 
uses a smart-phone). Therefore, we design our own model in 
IoT social networks by referring various models to explain 
IoT environment and its similar domains (e.g. ambient, 
ubiquitous, and pervasive computing environments) 
[13][14][15][16]. Especially, we propose IoT social 
relationship which would be the social relationship people, 
smart things, and places. This would enable to encourage 
their whole socialization. 

SIoT [17] has similar approach with our research. SIoT 
described the five possible relationships on social network of 
things; POR, C-LOR, C-WOR, OOR, and SOR; Also, SIoT 
proposed the architecture for social network of things. 

                                                          
1 Facebook Application, Web Page, https://developers.facebook.com/apps 

However, SIoT architecture takes accounts of only smart 
things, thus failing to exploit existing prosperous information 
in online social networks (e.g. friendship, location). 
Compared to SIoT, our architecture integrates smart things 
as well as online social networks. Also, with scrutiny of 
possible relationships existing in current online social 
networks and IoT platforms, we describe social relationships 
in IoT social networks with formal language for denoting 
graph structure more empirically.  

On exploiting IoT social graph, we place a weight on a 
privacy and security issue. In an IoT circumstance where a
smart thing is also able to subscribe a person’s information 
and control other smart things, a system should provide 
means of deciding whether to accept requests of the smart 
thing or not. There have been research dealing with access 
control in ubiquitous environments. Context Broker 
Architecture (CoBra) [18] is a pervasive context-aware 
system based on ontology, which leverages and extends the 
Rei policy ontology [19]. That system ensures users to grant 
and revoke an access right to use services in a device in 
specific context. In spite of these fine-grained description 
and context-based automatic access control, it is possible that 
these systems allow users to give themselves access rights 
which should be restricted to administrators, causing 
incorrect privilege assignment problem like security on 
Apple MAC OS. SAC [8] proposed a good idea for sharing 
of smart things, which is to leverage existing social graph 
rather than depending on closed access matrix of credentials. 
We propose Human-oriented Access Control for IoT social 
network (HAC). While SAC did not take consideration into 
access control between objects, HAC provides it and can be 
extended to support fine-grained access control such as 
relationship-based access control by just leveraging IoT 
social graph with less effort. 

Recent researches on services computing have leveraged 
ontology to achieve various objectives. For example, 
knowledge on specific domains is ontologically modeled, 
and it has been used to realize context-aware services on 
carbon footprints [20], context-aware search for tagged data 
[21], automated service composition [22], and etc. To our 
best knowledge, Lilliput is a novel ontology-based platform 
which embraces online and physical space, leading us to 
develop IoT social network applications.  

III. IOT SOCIAL GRAPH

Online social networks have gained popularity for their 
functionality enabling people to obtain friend-of-friend 
recommendation, and especially interesting experiences and 
valuable information of their friends to be visible. This 
capability comes from a well-defined model and their fine-
grained social relationships between people (e.g. group, 
friend) as well as between people and people’s contents (e.g. 
like). Therefore, first thing to architect Lilliput platform 
should be to model an IoT environment where people and 
smart things communicate with and to scrutinize possible 
relationships people and smart things will make.  

Figure 1 illustrates IoT social model. IoT social model is 
made by referring to various models modelling ambient, 
ubiquitous and pervasive computing environments similar to 
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IoT environment [13][14][15][16]. Human class represents a 
person or a group of people; Object class indicates smart 
thing (e.g. air-conditioner, dimmer, temperature sensor, etc.) 
or its group; Place class represents an explicit place where 
people and smart things interact together because Lilliput 
considers physical space as well. Finally, IoT social model 
includes Artifact class. We regard all the contents which 
people, objects, and places produce as Artifact. This enables 
to obtain service metadata to invoke services on a smart 
thing, and obtain a real-world context by just utilizing the 
graph. Consequently, this makes it possible to infer more 
complex context and control access rights by just utilizing 
the graph. 

Figure 1. IoT Social Model 

Four classes of the model will be tied up with various 
social relationships. For example, a person will have an 
ownership with one's smart things (H2O). Moreover, a smart 
thing will be located in a place, shown as O2P relationship. 
Even though these relationships are expansively used for 
representing any kinds of relationships among people, smart 
things, places, and artifacts, without scrutiny of possible 
relationships existing in heterogeneous information 
implicitly on online social networks and smart things, IoT 
social graph - an instance of IoT social model – cannot be 
managed consistently. Therefore, we propose the possible 
relationships among four classes, called IoT social 
relationship.  

Our proposed IoT social relationship is represented by N-
Triples 2, one of formats for describing graph. It should be 
mentioned that relationships on online social networks have 
already been discovered so that these kind of relationships 
are out of scope of this paper. Proposed IoT social 
relationship is largely categorized into 6 parts. We use the 
below notion representing that a subject has ‘predicate’ 
relationship to an object. 

<[subject]><predicate><[object]>

A. Ownership/Possession 
In our capitalistic society, almost every object is owned 

by people, group, or a nation, which accounts for 
‘hasOwnership’ relationship. Otherwise, even if an object is 
not someone’s property, they can be possessing the object at 
a moment or a time period. This temporal relationship is 
called ‘isPossessing’ relationship.

<[Human]><hasOwnership><[Object]>  
<[Human]><isPossessing><[Object]> 

                                                          
2 N-Triples, Web Page, http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/RDFCore/ntriples/

B. Presence 
Nowadays, people’s location is easily tracked by using a 

global positioning system, and especially with the advent of 
RFID technologies, the indoor location of people or smart 
things is also traceable. ‘isLocatedIn’ relationship indicates 
that a person or an object is located in a certain place. 
Proximity is also readily provided by various technologies 
(e.g. Near Field Communication (NFC), touch sensor, 
infrared sensor, and ultrasonic sensor [23]). 
‘hasProximityTo’ accounts for a relationship illustrating that
a person or an object has proximity to another person or 
object. Finally, ‘isColocatedWith’ relationship shows that a 
person or an object is co-located with another person or 
object. 

<[Human|Object]><isLocatedIn><[Place]> 
<[Human|Object]><hasProximityTo><[Human|Object]> 
<[Human|Object]><isColocatedWith><[Human|Object]> 

C. Inclusion 
In case of devices, some kinds of smart things have its 

sub devices. Especially, industrial robots are divided into its 
sub-parts such as legs, arms having its own sensing/actuating
capability. Moreover, some people might want to make a 
virtual group consisting of sensors in order to account for 
home sensor, then the sensors would be part of the virtual 
group. ‘isPartOf’ relationship describes that an object is a 
part of another object.  When it comes to place, almost every 
places can be a sub-place of other places. For example, 
“Mountain View, CA, United States” is a sub area of “CA, 
United States”, and every room in a building would be a sub 
area of its floor area. ‘isSubAreaOf’ relationships indicates 
that a place is a sub-area of another place. 

<[Object]><isPartOf><[Object]> 
<[Place]><isSubAreaOf><[Place]> 

D. Contents 
Like people creating, publishing, and sharing contents 

(e.g. feed messages, pictures, and videos), smart things also 
generate content. Smart things offer metadata which 
indicates manufacturer information, name, serial number, 
and etc. Likewise, some kind of smart things is able to sense 
their surrounding context such as temperature, humidity, 
noise level, etc. Below N-triple describe that an object has 
profile or context where Profile/Context is a sub-class of 
Artifact and its datatype property contains current profile or 
context. Meanwhile, with the advent of the Internet of 
Things technologies, services on smart things are easier to be 
accessed by standard Internet communication technologies 
(e.g. SOAP, REST). “hasService” relationships present that 
an object has a service which might have its additional 
information to invoke the service such as service-end-point, 
parameter, and return value. 

<[Object]><hasProfile><[Profile]>
<[Object]><hasContext><[Context]> 
<[Object]><hasService><[Service]> 

E. Connectivity 
With the development of communication technologies 

(e.g. Bluetooth, Wifi-Direct, ZigBee), one smart thing is 
capable of communicating with other smart things in order to 
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share files or to control them. ‘isCommunicatingWith’ 
relationship indicates that an object is communicating with 
another object. 

<[Object]><isCommunicatingWith><[Object]> 

To our best knowledge, these social relationships have 
been rarely discovered. People and smart things in IoT social 
networks will be socialized with IoT social relationship, and 
they will behave intelligently and autonomously by using 
semantic web technology. 

IV. ACCESS CONTROL FOR IOT SOCIAL NETWORK -
EXPLOITING IOT SOCIAL GRAPH

Essence of IoT Social Graph is not merely limited to 
presentation ability integrating online social networks and 
smart things into one graph structure. Socialized people, 
smart things, places, and artifacts can deduce further 
knowledge and give IoT social networks autonomous 
features. Although we have made certain that context-
awareness and autonomic computing can be realizable 
through semantic web technology such as SPARQL Query 
Language [27] or Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) 
[26], in this section, we will focus on proposal of access 
control for IoT social networks in order to show how to 
exploit IoT social graph. 

Differences between online social networks and IoT 
social networks address the need of access control for IoT 
social networks. Firstly, while human is solely content 
provider in online social networks, smart things also produce 
contents (e.g. context) in IoT social networks. Secondly, 
ownerships between people and smart things would be 
loosely coupled among distributed systems because it is 
possible that each ownership that various platforms manage 
may vary and even some platforms may not manage it. 
Therefore, we propose Human-oriented Access Control for 
IoT social network (HAC) pursuing that not invading 
people’s right is given first priority. 

First thing which should be described to explain HAC is 
about how to manage ownerships between an owner and 
one’s property. To manage them, building its own
infrastructure can be a first way. Like Twitter having a web 
page where a user can join, platforms for IoT social network 
can provide users with a web page for their smart things to 
join. However, this way leads the platforms to resolve the 
ownership conflictions by themselves. Another way to 
manage ownership is to utilize existing infrastructure. For 
example, Facebook enables to create a page for one’s 
properties (e.g. pet, book, etc.3), and helps management of 
their profiles and metadata (e.g. name, picture, manufacturer 
information). Our prototyped platform utilizes Facebook to 
manage ownership between people and their smart things 
and it is described in Implementation Section VI.

The idea of HAC comes from a fact that nobody wants 
that his or her object is embroiled in privacy invasion from 
the others. Our access control policy can be described by 
following sentence; “Access right of owner’s smart thing is 
equal to access right of owner”. It semantically means that 

                                                          
3 Facebook Page, Web Page, https://www.facebook.com/pages/create/   

“My possession is utilizable only if a person accessing my 
possession is my trustworthy person or only if an object 
accessing my possession is my trustworthy person’s 
possession”.  With the idea, HAC naturally extends an access 
control concept in online social networks. Although, to
explain HAC, it is needed to address 9 concepts and rules 
among people, smart things, and places, we will describe 
only object-object access control due to page limitation and 
other 8 rules are open in this URL4. For the access control 
ability, HAC embeds access modifier in every people, smart 
things, and places. It defines which members, relationship 
groups can have access to their ones. The format of the 
modifier is as follows: 
Access Modifier:
(Private|Friend|Public|CustomIdentifier|CustomRelationalGroup)
CustomIdentifier: Identifier(,Identifiers)*
Identifiers: Group Identifier|Individual Identifier

Basically, HAC uses three kinds of Access Modifier; 
Private, Friend, Public. Private means that only accesses 
from a person him/herself and one’s smart things can be 
permitted; Friend means that accesses from people who 
one’s friends can be also permitted; Public means that all the 
access can be granted. Below conditional statement explains 
the policy when an object sends a request to another object.  
When O1⟶ O2, if

(i) O1 = O2                         or
(ii) O2PUBLIC                         or
(iii) (H1⟶own O1) (H1⟶own O2)                         or
(iv) (H1⟶own O1)  (H1⟷f H2)  (H2⟶own O2)

Then O1⟶ac O2

In the statement, when an object O1 sends a request 
(‘⟶’) to another O2, if one of the conditions - (i), (ii), (iii), 
and (iv) - is true at least, O1 will have access to O2. Firstly, 
an object has access to its information or services itself (i). 
Secondly, O1 as well as all the people and smart things can 
access to O2 if O2 wants to open itself to the public (ii). 
Thirdly, smart things owned by a same owner get access to 
each other (iii). Finally, an object O2 can be accessed by 
another object O1 if their owners (H2 and H1, respectively) 
are friends together (iv). It successfully reflects the concept 
of HAC policy, enabling users to share their less private 
objects (e.g. air-conditioner) with their friends or not to share 

                                                          
4 Human-oriented access control rules, 
“https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bXJGcjvTEky6Wg2IlGdyXS6emIDjN4f4miB
97Z1oDnA/edit?usp=sharing”

Table 1. Access Right Inference Rule in a case of O2O
Object(?o1), Object(?o2), AccessModifier(?o2, “Public”)

� isAccessible(?o1, ?o2) 
Object(?o1), Object(?o2), SameAs(?o1, ?o2)

� isAccessible(?o1, ?o2)
Object(?o1), Object(?o2), DifferentFrom(?o1,?o2), Human(?h1), 
isOwned(?o1, ?h1), hasOwnership(?h1, ?o2)

�isAccessible(?o1, ?o2)
Object(?o1), Object(?o2), DifferentFrom(?o1, ?o2), Human(?h1),
Human(?h2), DifferentFrom(?h1, ?h2), AccessModifier(?o2, “Friend”), 
isOwned(?o1, ?h1), hasFriend(?h1, ?h2), hasOwnership(?h2, ?o2)

� isAccessible(?o1, ?o2)
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their more private objects (e.g. safe) with others just by 
modifying Access Modifier.  This conditional statement can 
be easily transferred to SWRL described in Table 1. In this 
rule, if the conditions on the left side (body) hold, then a 
reasoning engine asserts the conditions on the right side 
(head). 

Someone want to make their smart things open to 
specific person or group. Custom Identifier allows people to 
control access right in detail. Like other cases, not only 
written individual people or smart things but also people 
group or smart thing group delimited by ‘,’ have access to a 
person, smart thing, or place which the custom modifier is 
defined. Moreover, HAC also enables to define Custom 
Relational Group. Unlike custom identifier, this kind of 
modifier helps users to set scope of their shareable 
information based on relationship. For example, someone 
may want to release their information to their family. When 
(s)he set their modifier as Family, people who may have a 
‘hasFamily’ relationship get access to his/her ones. 

V. LILLIPUT5 ARCHITECTURE

To build and exploit IoT Social Graph described in 
previous sections, a system is needed which can stably 
retrieve information on IoT platforms and online social 
networks, process and store them into a graph structure, and 
provide APIs to application developers, enabling them to 
utilize IoT Social Graph and make applications in an easy 
way.  

Figure 2 portrays Lilliput architecture. Lilliput interacts 
with two kinds of external information sources; IoT 
platforms and online social networks. On the one hand, IoT 
platform (e.g. STIS[24]) provides  smart thing’s metadata 
and context information in physical space. On the other hand, 
online social networks provide personal profiles and social 
relationships. Lilliput architecture consists of various 
managing component groups interacting with from external 
components to applications.  

� Two Space Reflection Manager receives 
information on physical/online space and makes 
them into a graph structure in order for IoT-Social 
Graph Manager to store them into knowledge base. 

� IoT-Social Graph Manager builds and manages IoT 
Social Graph, and provides query/reasoning engine.
To consistently and synchronously, this manager 
interacts with its four sub-managers. Entity Manager
performs ID management and class verification. 
Relationship Manager verifies whether predicates in 
semantic triples violate IoT social model. 
Synchronization Manager configures sync. periods 
and maintains a list of asynchronous callback 
receivers. Change Notification Manager recognizes 
changes of IoT social graph. When the changes 
occur, this manager notifies Lilliput Reflection 

                                                          
5 Lilliput: A small island of Gulliver’s Traverse, and a name of the platform we 

propose. The reason why we name it is that in person (Gulliver)’s eyes in the era of 

IoT, smart thing (Lilliputian) in display devices is relatively very small, and we expect 
Lilliput would be a place where people and smart things will be gregarious together.

Manager of the changes to publish them to online 
social networks again. 

� Graph Utilization Manager is related to 
functionalities of Lilliput to Lilliput users. Querying 
manager receives a semantic query and returns a 
result. Reasoning manager manages a list of 
semantic rules from access control rules to user-
defined rules (e.g. semantic discovery, context-
awareness scenario). Modification manager enables 
Lilliput users to modify IoT social graph by using 
knowledge base APIs.   

� Smart Thing Service Manager: IoT social graph is 
aware of services on smart thing (e.g. turnOnLight, 
getTemperature) since IoT social graph maintains 
service metadata as a graph form (e.g. service-end-
point, parameter, return value, and etc.). Smart Thing 
Service Manager enables applications to invoke the 
services through IoT social graph.  

� Lilliput Reflection Manager performs bi-directional 
reflection between IoT social networks and 
physical/online space. Thing Service Invoker invokes 
services on smart things, and brings results to an 
application. Moreover, if there are any information 
which could change IoT social graph, the invoker 
sends the results to Two Space Reflection Manager.
OSN Publisher publishes messages to online social 
networks. However, due to limitation of current 
online social network expressivity, this reflection is 
limited to message level. 

� Security Manager: Access Controller in Security 
Manager determines whether requests of application 
are acceptable or not. Reasoning engine infers 

Figure 2. Lilliput Architecture
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‘isAccessible’ relationship among every people, 
smart things, and places by using access control 
rules described in previous section. 

Lilliput provides REST API. RESTful service makes it 
possible to design URI and resource relationships, thus 
suitable for intuitively providing IoT social graph [25].    
Based on it, Lilliput application developers can easily create 
applications, facilitating synergy of online and physical 
networks. Table 2 lists up base APIs of Lilliput. These are 
categorized into 3 groups; IoT-Social Graph Utilization, 
Thing Service Utilization, and Access Control Permission. 
Actually, even though Lilliput is implemented with further 
APIs, those are based on base APIs. 

Table 2.  Lilliput base REST API 
REST URL Description

IoT-Social Graph Utilization
./REL/allRelationships Getting all types of object properties in 

Lilliput.
./REL/{uid} Getting {uid}’s all social relationships and its 

relevant individuals
./REL/{subject}/{prop
erty}/{object}

Making, deleting, toggling the {property} 
between {subject} and {object}

./DataType/allDatatyp
eProperties

Getting all types of datatype properties in 
Lilliput.

./DataType/{uid} Getting {uid}’s all datatype properties and its 

value.
./DataType/{uid}/{pro
perty}

Getting or Updating the value of {uid}’s 
{property}.

Thing Service Utilization
./ThingService/{uid} Getting {uid}’s STIS services.  Invoking 

{uid}’s STIS services.
./ThingService/{uid}/{
ws_name}

Invoking {uid}’s {ws_name}

Access Control Permission
./Permission/{uid} Modifying an access modifier string in {uid} 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION

We implement a prototype of Lilliput platform and its 
application called Sorcerer’s Book. Lilliput is implemented 
with Java 1.7.5 on Intel® Core™ i7-870 quad-core 2.93 GHz 
CPU, 8GB Ram machine. Our platform is based on dynamic 
web service built on Eclipse IDE with Tomcat v7.0. Lilliput 
interacts with Facebook and STIS [24] by RestFB v1.6.9 and 
EPCIS Query Control client [28], respectively. In our 
implementation, Facebook stands for an online social 
network in that people, places, and objects have their 
identities and profiles, and people explicitly own their places 
and objects in the online space by using Facebook Page. 
Thanks to STIS – our previous lab work, this platform 
enables to utilize smart things having various protocols (i.e. 
RFID, IPWSN, ZigBee, and UPnP) in a unified manner.  

Lilliput’s software components (e.g. IoT-Social Graph 
manager) are implemented by JAVA servlet. These software 
components interact with various internal components. 
Firstly, IoT social model is modeled and IoT social graph is 
implemented by using Protégé v3.4.86 which is compatible 
with OWL v1.0 [29], because recent version does not have 
the means of server-client communication and persistent 

                                                          
6 The Protégé Ontology Editor and Knowledge Acquisition System, Web Page, 
http://protege.stanford.edu/    

storage access although it is compatible with OWL v2.0. For 
using the ontology in the system, it is mandatory to 
persistently store it into the knowledgebase. For this setting, 
firstly, we construct our IoT social model by using Protégé 
ontology maker, and then we transform it to Protégé 
database (MySQL). After adding this ontology to the server, 
then we could persistently use the ontology in the system. 
Object Naming Service (ONS)7 is a service lookup system 
which returns service-end-points of a smart thing. In our 
system, ONS acts as a bridge between human, objects, places 
in Facebook and their services in STIS.  ONS operates on 
another machine, Intel® XeonTM 2.80 GHz dual-core CPU 
and 1GB RAM. 

Our testbed is illustrated in Figure 3. The test bed is built 
on our laboratory. There are five identifiable objects (Tagged 
Device), 2 SNAIL sensor nodes [30], and 2 ZigBee sensor 
nodes. The objects are identified by a RFID reader in the Lab. 
room. STIS middleware is able to obtain this identification 
information by requesting LLRP poll8 to the RFID reader. 
SNAIL and ZigBee sensor nodes send temperature, humidity, 
and light level information to their respective gateways. 
STIS obtains the context information by requesting CoAP 
[31] or LLRP poll to the gateways. Furthermore, emulated 
devices (smart meter, lamp, and air-conditioner) developed 
according to the standard UPnP protocol are available. Four 

                                                          
7 Object Naming Service, Web Page,     http://www.gs1.org/gsmp/kc/epcglobal/ons          
8 EPCglobal, Low Level Reader Protocol. "Version 1.0. 1." (2007): 51-92. 

Figure 3. The testbed overview along with the real 
world deployment of smart things
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members join Facebook and each member’s smart things and 
places also join Facebook as a page. In the registration phase 
in Lilliput platform, people’s profiles, smart things’ metadata 
are embedded in IoT social graph. Moreover, services smart 
things are also embedded in the graph by interacting with 
ONS. Application can utilize Lilliput platform via Lilliput 
base REST APIs. These APIs are implemented with Restlet 
2.19

We build Sorcerer’s Book application to validate 
feasibility of Lilliput platform. Figure 4 depicts a snapshot of 
Sorcerer’s Book. By using Sorcerer’s Book, users become a 
magician, jointly monitoring online and physical space, and 
controlling and sharing one’s smart things with others in a 
secured manner. Evaluation we make is as follows: 

Complexity Alleviation: Sorcerer’s Book is implemented on 
Galaxy Note 10.1. This application has 2258 Line of Code 
(LoC). However, most of them are related to user interface 
and only 24 LoC interacts with the Lilliput platform. In spite 
of the small lines of code, Sorcerer’s Book utilizes all the 
core functionalities which Lilliput provides. Developers of 
IoT social network application are able to utilize real world 
information in a physical space and online world information 
in a unified way without having to know details about online 
social networks and smart things. It is clearly seen that a 
user’s profile information in Facebook is shown in the 
bottom right side, and the context (temperature, humidity, 
light level) is shown in the middle side. The synchronization 
check box on the top left side is implemented for testing 
periodical subscription. When the check box is enabled, 
Lilliput periodically sends context and identification 
information in the place to the target device, and these latest 
information is reflected to IoT social graph. When it comes 
to service utilization, a user can utilize the services on smart 
things by requesting a service in the service list on the right 
side. 

Expressivity of IoT Social Graph: In the testbed, Lilliput 
builds IoT social graph by using information from Facebook 
and deployed smart things. It is shown that IoT social graph 
can embrace physical/online space as a graph structure 
consistently. IoT social graph successfully maintains 
instance of person, smart thing, and place and keeps their 
profiles, real-world context as datatype property and IoT 
social relationship (i.e. ownership, presence, and etc.) as 
object property. We expect that IoT social graph can 
seamlessly embrace our future integration (e.g. other online 
social networks and smart things), enriching IoT social graph 
further.  

Access Control: Access Controller of Lilliput checks access 
rights whenever Lilliput applications utilizes Lilliput APIs. A 
snapshot of Sorcerer’s Book shows that access control ability 
of Lilliput is working well. For example, a Lilliput user has 
access to the people, smart things, and places which the user 
has access rights to only, and services on unauthorized smart 
things and real-world context in prohibited places are 
invisible. Our experiment shows that even if each 640 people 

                                                          
9 Restlet, Web Page, http://restlet.org/learn/tutorial/2.1/ 

having ‘hasFriend’ relationship altogether  has their three 
smart things with ‘Private’, ‘Friend’, ‘Public’ access 
modifiers in a rotate manner, inference latency of access 
control is under 0.012 second, this may be acceptable as a 
cost of access control ability. 

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel ontology-based social 
networking platform which can socialize people, objects, and 
places in the Internet of Things, called Lilliput. The proposed 
IoT social relationship enables to embrace both 
online/physical space consistently and encourage their 
socialization. Also, the proposed Human-oriented Access 
Control makes it possible to support unified access control in 
IoT social network with less effort by just leveraging 
semantic web technology. Our evaluation over Sorcerer’s 
Book shows that IoT social graph successfully reflects 
physical/online space, and developers can build IoT social 
network applications with free both from management of 
access control and without having to understand details in 
both online social networks and the Internet of Things. We 
are enhancing Lilliput platform to support spatio-temporal 
[32] and probabilistic reasoning. Although current IoT social 
graph is able to reflect up-to-date physical/online context, 
this has a limitation of representing temporal social 
relationship among people, objects, and places, thus yielding 
additional cost on utilizing various machine learning 
methods (e.g. Hidden Markov Model, Conditional Random 
Field). Enhanced Lilliput would enrich IoT social graph with 
more improved expressivity, addressing a novel service such 
as social interaction reasoning between smart things. IoT 
social network will facilitate smart things’ participation to 
the Internet, thus consequently leading a great forward of a 
vision of IoT. 
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